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Modeling of EM Wave Coherent Scattering From
a Rough Multilayered Medium With the

Scalar Kirchhoff Approximation
for GPR Applications

Nicolas Pinel , Cédric Le Bastard ,
and Christophe Bourlier

Abstract— This article presents a new asymptotic modeling of
electromagnetic (EM) wave coherent scattering from a rough
multilayered medium, based on the scalar Kirchhoff-tangent
plane approximation. The proposed EM model is developed to
simulate a realistic ground-penetrating radar (GPR) signal that
considers the interface roughness of the multilayer. It allows us
to investigate the influence of the interface roughness on the
amplitude of the GPR echoes coming from the multilayered
medium. Sounded multilayered medium generally has a low con-
trast between the successive layers, so that the multiple reflections
inside each layer may be neglected; this assumption will be
evaluated. The very low computational burden of this EM method
is an important advantage as compared with a rigorous numerical
method. First, numerical results in the frequency domain are
presented to validate the proposed model, by comparison with
a reference method based on the Method of Moments (MoM).
Then, numerical results in the time domain are presented to
analyze the behavior and performance of this new method, and
the impact of both the interface roughness and the medium
conductivity on the results.

Index Terms— Asymptotic diffraction theory, ground-
penetrating radar (GPR), multilayered media, nondestructive
testing, rough surfaces.

I. INTRODUCTION

GROUND-penetrating radar (GPR) is a common tool
for nondestructive testing of civil engineering materials

[1]–[5], environment, and agriculture [6]–[8]. It allows rapid
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data collection and is widely used to measure or to estimate
media parameters (pavements, bare agricultural fields, soils,
and so on). In this article, we focus on a medium that is
composed of several layers (multilayers), like in [1] and [3].
This multilayered medium can represent either a civil engi-
neering or an agricultural medium, where the dispersion is
considered. The vertical structure of this medium can then be
deduced from radar profiles, by means of echo detection and
amplitude estimation. Echo detection provides the time-delay
estimation (TDE) associated with each interface, whereas
amplitude estimation is used to retrieve the wave speed (or the
permittivity) within each layer.

Conducting rigorous numerical simulations, like with
GPRmax [9] or the propagation inside layer expansion
(PILE) [10], [11] and GPILE [12] methods, is an efficient
way to study and analyze the electromagnetic (EM) wave
propagation inside and scattering from a layered medium [13].
GPRmax [9], which is a finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)
method, is a common method for GPR numerical simulations.
Nevertheless, this method cannot calculate the contribution
of each echo coming from the multiple scattering inside
the layers. The numerical method PILE [10], developed for
2 interfaces, and its generalization to n interfaces, GPILE [12],
have the great advantage to be able to calculate this contri-
bution. They are also able to consider the roughness of the
interfaces easily and without any increase in computational
burden. Nevertheless, as a numerical method, it requires a
significant computing space and time, and the computational
burden strongly increases with the number of layers. The use
of an appropriate asymptotic model is then of interest to deal
with this problem. Thus, in this article, we propose a new
asymptotic modeling of EM wave coherent scattering from the
rough multilayered medium with a very low computational
burden, which is an extension of the previous work that
has been led and validated for two interfaces by the PILE
method [14]–[17].

This article focuses on the survey of a rough multilayered
medium by GPR. Previous articles [1], [3] have already
proposed efficient methods to estimate the thicknesses in
pavement survey. However, the roughness of the interfaces
was not introduced nor discussed. In the GPR literature, some
articles deal with the interface roughness [13], [18]–[25].
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Sai and Ligthart [18] used the phase variations of the
GPR signal to profile 2-D rough surfaces. Nevertheless, like
Yarovoy et al. [19], who analyzed the scattered field near a
rough air–ground interface, only one interface was considered.
Yang and Rappaport [13] analyzed the response of a realistic
soil by 2-D FDTD for the rough ground surface scattering
only, in order to understand and analyze the phenomenon of
transmission through the ground surface. For bare agricultural
fields, Lambot et al. [20] analyzed the effect of soil surface
roughness on the GPR signal and on the inversion of the
soil EM parameters. Jonard et al. [24] combined a full-
waveform GPR model with a roughness model to retrieve
the surface soil moisture through a signal inversion. Van der
Kruk et al. [22], [25] also considered the roughness in the
direct modeling approach (by using a 3-D FDTD modeling)
to analyze the influence of the interface roughness on the
inversion of dispersive GPR pulse propagation in a surface
waveguide. Pinel et al. [23] also analyzed the influence of
interface roughness, but to estimate the first two time delays
coming from an ultrathin asphalt surfacing (UTAS). The aim
was then to estimate the first thickness of the pavement.
Giannopoulos and Diamanti [21] proposed to use 2-D and
3-D FDTD GPR modelings to investigate the effects of the
variation of the subsurface interface roughness on the GPR
signals emanating from one target, in which only one interface
has been used. In the GPR literature, generally, the full-
waveform forward models are used to consider the roughness
in order to analyze the influence of the latter on the results.
However, these methods require a high computational burden,
especially in the context of a multilayered medium.

In this article, we propose to develop a new asymptotic
analytical model of EM wave coherent scattering from a
layered medium with random rough interfaces. The proposed
method is an extension of previous work that was led and
validated for two interfaces only [14]–[17]. Then, the proposed
method is applied to a real case and makes it possible to show
the importance of considering the interface roughness in the
EM wave scattering from a layered medium.

Section II presents the new asymptotic model of EM
wave coherent scattering from the rough-layered medium.
In Section III, numerical results are presented: first, in the
frequency domain, to validate the model with a Method of
Moments (MoM)-based numerical method, and second, in the
time domain to analyze the behavior and performance of the
proposed method. The new method is applied to realistic
scenarios in the field of civil engineering, and the results are
discussed. Finally, a conclusion is drawn in Section IV.

II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM:
ASYMPTOTIC EM MODELING

A. Context of the EM Modeling

The aim of this section is to propose a simple mathematical
model for describing the EM scattering from a multi-layered
medium, by considering the random roughness of the inter-
faces. Then, for having a simple model, the easiest means is
to deal with this complex problem statistically by using the
statistical description of the random rough interfaces, which

enables us to derive an analytical equation of the average
scattered field. Indeed, otherwise, it would be necessary to
generate the surfaces and to deal with this problem with a
numerical method, which is in general highly time-consuming
(and memory-consuming). As a result, some assumptions must
be made in order to be able to obtain a simple mathematical
formulation.

Following previous work [16], [17], [23], the context of this
article is to deal with coherent scattering from random rough
surfaces having small to moderate slopes, which corresponds
for slightly rough surfaces to moderate-to-large correlation
lengths. Indeed, as we are mainly interested in the scattering
of the field at and near around normal incidence (θinc = 0
in Fig. 1) and as the surfaces are slightly rough, we will focus
our mathematical developments only on coherent scattering.
Compared to other methods based on the small perturbation
method (see [26] and references therein), the objective is to
obtain simple analytical formulations based on the Kirchhoff-
tangent plane approximation (KA).

From previous work [16], which validated our approach
based on an extension of the KA to a stack of two random
rough surfaces, here, we will further extend this article to a
stack of n random rough surfaces (with n an integer such
that n ≥ 2). For having simple expressions of the so-called
coherent scattered fields, a further approximation of the KA is
used: it assumes small surface slopes and works for small
angles (relatively to nadir) and is sometimes called scalar
KA (SKA) [16] or zeroth-order KA [17].

In addition, it must be highlighted that, contrary to
[14], [15], and [17] and following [16], we will consider only
one reflection within each layer. Indeed, in the applications
of interest here, the contrast between the permittivities of
the successive layers is low. This assumption has the great
advantage of making the mathematical writing of each echo
contribution much simpler. Finally, as the mathematical deriva-
tions are long (see [17], [27, Appendixes B and C]), they will
not be presented here. Alternatively, an equivalent qualitative
physical approach that follows [14] and [15] is elected here.
It is pointed out that this qualitative approach was proven to
be consistent with a rigorous numerical approach in a recent
article [17].

B. Scattering From Multilayers With Flat Interfaces

We consider the general case of nonnormal incidence
θinc �= 0 and n uncorrelated random rough surfaces separating
lossy dielectric homogeneous media �k (with k ∈ {2; . . . ;
n + 1}), as shown in Fig. 1. Note that the upper medium
�1 is lossless. Physically, for short, it may be said that,
for thick enough layers, the two random rough interfaces
that delimit a given layer may be considered as uncorrelated.
Then, the uncorrelated case cannot represent all configurations,
in particular very thin layers, like horizontal cracks within
pavements or thin oil slick at the sea surface. We evaluate
the (average) far-field scattered fields in the specular direction
θr = −θinc, by taking either flat or rough interfaces and by
considering only one reflection inside each layer. As used
in [16] and [23], we give the expressions of the so-called
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the problem to be solved: coherent scattering from
a multi-layered medium made up of n uncorrelated random rough surfaces
separating lossy homogeneous media �k (with k ∈ {2; . . . ; n +1}) (the upper
medium �1 being lossless), by considering only one reflection inside each
layer (i.e., the paths with dashed arrows are not considered).

echoes sk (with k ∈ {1; 2; . . . ; n + 1}), which are related to
the kth-order scattered field Ek and to the incident field Einc
by sk = Ek/Einc exp (iφk), with φk a phase term. First, let us
consider the case of flat interfaces. It should be highlighted
that one great advantage of calculating the coherent scattering
(compared with the incoherent scattering) under the KA is that,
for either 1-D or 2-D surfaces, the roughness contribution has
the same mathematical expression (see [17], where the devel-
opments and validations have been given for 2-D surfaces,
compared with [16], where the validations have been given for
1-D surfaces). Then, the expression “roughness contribution”
corresponds to the ratio of the coherent scattered field of the
rough interface case compared with the flat interface case.

By noting θ1 = θinc, the first four echoes are given for flat
interfaces as follows:

s1 = r12(θ1) eiφ1 (1)

s2 = t12(θ1) r23(θ2) t21(θ2) ei(φ1+�φ2) (2)

s3 = t12(θ1) t23(θ2) r34(θ3) t32(θ3) t21(θ2) ei(φ1+�φ3) (3)

s4 = t12(θ1) t23(θ2) t34(θ3) r45(θ4) t43(θ4) t32(θ3) t21(θ2)

×ei(φ1+�φ4) (4)

with �φk (k ∈ {2; 3; 4}) the phase difference of sk with s1,
θα the angle of propagation of the wave inside the medium
�α, and tαβ and rαβ the Fresnel transmission and reflection
coefficients from a wave propagating inside the medium �α

at the interface with the medium �β . The angles θα are deter-
mined by using the well-known transmission Snell-Descartes
law. The first phase difference �φ2 is known to be expressed
as �φ2 = 2k0

√
�r2 H̄2 cos θ2, with k0 the wavenumber in

vacuum and H̄2 the thickness of layer �2 with flat surfaces
	1 and 	2. Following [17], it may also be written in a more
compact (and more general) form as �φ2 = 2κ2z H̄2, with
κ2z = k0

√
�r2 cos θ2 the vertical component of the propagation

vector inside �2. It can easily be established that, from an

echo sk−1 to the following one sk , the phase difference has
the same form: 2k0

√
�rk H̄k cos θk = 2κkz H̄k, so that the total

phase difference of sk with s1 takes the form

�φk =
k∑

p=2

2k0
√

�rp H̄p cos θp =
k∑

p=2

2κpz H̄p. (5)

Then, the expression of the scattered echoes sk can easily be
generalized to any order k ∈ {2; . . . ; n} as

sk =
⎡
⎣

k−1∏
p=1

tp(p+1)(θp) t(p+1)p(θp+1)

⎤
⎦ rk(k+1)(θk) ei(φ1+�φk )

=
⎡
⎣

k−1∏
p=1

tp(p+1)(θp) t(p+1)p(θp+1) ei2κ(p+1)z H̄p+1

⎤
⎦

×rk(k+1)(θk) eiφ1 . (6)

In what follows, the expressions are generalized to deal with
uncorrelated random rough interfaces, by using the SKA.

C. Coherent Scattering

Let us now focus on the case of uncorrelated random
rough interfaces and study the coherent scattering from such
a structure. Following previous mathematical developments
based on the KA and reduced to either the method of stationary
phase (MSP) [27] or the SKA [17], it can be shown that, for
uncorrelated random rough interfaces, the angle of propagation
inside a given medium �k is the same as that for perfectly flat
surfaces for deriving the coherent scattering in the specular
direction −θinc (see Fig. 1). Moreover, in the evaluation
of the statistical average �sk� associated with the coherent
scattered field �Ek�, the remaining random variables are the
film thicknesses Hp (with p ∈ {1 . . . k}), which are due to the
heights variations of the points of transmission or reflection
at the corresponding interfaces 	p−1 and 	p . We recall here
that this approach, which could be described as qualitative,
is physically sound and is based on rigorous mathematical
developments that have been proven to be valid [17], [27].

Then, evaluating �sk� consists in determining �ei�φk �,
in which the phase term �φk can be expressed as �φk =
�φk + δφk , with �φk its statistical average and δφk its
variations around this average. Then, we have �ei�φk � =
ei�φk �eiδφk �. Note that the statistical average �φk is given
by (5), with H̄p the mean layer thickness of the layer �p.
Thus, the difficulty consists in evaluating the statistical average
�eiδφk �, which implies to express the phase variations δφk , with
k ∈ {2; . . . ; n}.

First, recall that for the first echo s1, as 	1 is a random
rough surface, the phase term φ1 also becomes a random
variable, whose variations δφ1 are given by [15, eq. (14)]

δφ1 = 2κ1zδζ1. (7)

For k = 2, the expression of δφ2 has been established in
previous work [15, eq. (19)]

δφ2 = k0(δζ1 + δζ1�)(
√

�r1 cos θ1 − √
�r2 cos θ2)

+ 2k0
√

�r2δζ2 cos θ2 (8)
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with δζ1 the height variations of the surface 	1 around its
mean plane for the wave entering down into �2, δζ2 the ones
of the surface 	2, and δζ1� the ones of the surface 	1 around
its mean plane for the wave going back into �1. It can be
rewritten in a more compact form as

δφ2 = (κ1z − κ2z)(δζ1 + δζ1�) + 2κ2zδζ2. (9)

Based on this previous work, this formulation can be extended
to δφ3 as

δφ3 = (κ1z − κ2z)(δζ1 + δζ1�) + (κ2z − κ3z)(δζ2 + δζ2�)

+ 2κ3zδζ3. (10)

Then, it can be generalized to δφk with k ∈ {2; . . . ; n} as

δφk = 2κkzδζk +
k−1∑
p=1

(κpz − κ(p+1)z)(δζp + δζp�). (11)

The statistical evaluation of these phase terms is then derived
in what follows.

D. Expressions Under the SKA for Gaussian Statistics

By assuming Gaussian statistics, the statistical average over
the first echo s1 reduces to the statistical average over δφ1
as [15], [17]

�eiδφ1 � = exp
( − 2κ2

1zη
2
h1

) = exp
( − 2Rar12

2) (12)

with ηh1 the rms height of the upper surface 	1, in which
the Rayleigh roughness parameter can be defined as Rar12 =
κ1zηh1 for the reflection inside the medium �1 with an angle
θ1 onto the surface 	1 separating the medium �2.

For the second echo s2, as the surface points are assumed
to be uncorrelated, δζ1, δζ1� , and δζ2 are independent random
variables. As a consequence, the evaluation of �eiδφ1� becomes
simple. Indeed

�eiδφ2 � = 〈
ei(κ1z−κ2z)δζ1

〉 〈
ei(κ1z−κ2z)δζ1� 〉 〈

ei2κ2zδζ2
〉
. (13)

Then, this evaluation can be reduced to [15], [17]

�eiδφ2� = e−(κ1z−κ2z )
2η 2

h1 e−2κ2
2zη

2
h2

= e−4Rat12
2
e−2Rar23

2
(14)

in which Rar23 = κ2zηh2 is also a Rayleigh roughness
parameter in reflection, but for the reflection inside the medium
�2 with an angle θ2 onto the surface 	2 separating the
medium �3. Moreover, the Rayleigh roughness parameter in
transmission, for the transmission from the medium �1 with
an angle θ1 through the surface 	1 into the medium �2,

is introduced: it is then given by Rat12 =
√

(κ1z−κ2z)2

2 ηh1
[15], [27].

Then, for Gaussian statistics and under the same assumption
of uncorrelated surface points, the extension to the third echo
s3 is made easy. It is given by

�eiδφ3� = e−(κ1z−κ2z )
2η 2

h1 e−(κ2z−κ3z)
2η 2

h2 e−2κ2
3zη

2
h3

= e−4Rat12
2
e−4Rat23

2
e−2Rar34

2
(15)

with Rat23 =
√

(κ2z−κ3z)2

2 ηh2 for the transmission from �2
into �3 and Rar34 = κ3zηh3 for the reflection inside �3 and
onto 	3.

Thus, by keeping the same assumption of uncorrelated
random rough interfaces, the expression can be generalized
for any echo sk (with k ∈ {2; . . . ; n}) as

�eiδφk � = e−2Rark(k+1)
2

k−1∏
p=1

e−4Ratp(p+1)
2

(16)

with Ratp(p+1) =
√

(κpz−κ(p+1)z)2

2 ηhp for the transmission
from �p into �p+1 through the surface 	p and Rark(k+1) =
κkzηhk for the reflection inside �k and onto 	k separating
the medium �k+1. Accordingly, a global Rayleigh roughness
parameter Rak associated with any echo sk can be defined
with respect to the elementary reflection and transmission
Rayleigh roughness parameters for Gaussian statistics such

that �eiδφk � = e−2Rak
2

. It is given by

Rak
2 = Rark(k+1)

2 +
k−1∑
p=1

2 Ratp(p+1)
2 ∀k ∈ {2; . . . ; n}.

(17)

Note that the case k = 2 reduces to the second echo in [16]
[see (5)]. Thus, under such conditions (in particular, for
uncorrelated roughness of the interfaces), the great advantage
of the SKA method is that it makes it possible to obtain an
analytical expression of each echo sk . It is also noticeable
that the Rayleigh roughness parameters are independent of the
autocorrelation of the rough interfaces. This feature is a valid
approximation for small-to-moderate surface slopes.

In Section III, numerical results are presented to analyze the
influence of the interface roughness on the frequency and time
domain scattered fields. They begin with a validation of this
extended method for the case of three random rough interfaces,
by comparison with the GPILE method [12]. The hypothesis
of neglecting the multiple reflections inside each layer is also
evaluated.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To analyze the proposed method, simulations are carried
out in the field of civil engineering in the frequency and time
domains. The simulation parameters are chosen to match a
conventional GPR configuration, an air-coupled radar config-
uration at vertical incidence (nadir, θinc = 0 in Fig. 1).

A. Validation by Comparison With GPILE Method

First, numerical comparisons with a rigorous numerical
method based on the MoM are conducted in order to assess
the validity of the proposed analytical SKA approach. For
doing so, we need to dispose of a numerical reference method
that is able to distinguish the contribution of each reflection
inside the multilayered medium. In this context, available
methods that match these constraints are not numerous. Here,
we will consider the recently published GPILE method [12].
This method is an extension of the PILE method [10], [28],
which deals with the scattering from two interfaces, to the
case of three (and even n ≥ 3) interfaces. Then, the following
validation is restricted to a configuration of three interfaces.
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Fig. 2. Modulus of the coherent fields scattered from a multilayered medium
of three random rough interfaces, in the frequency band f ∈ [0.5; 10.5] GHz:
comparison of the proposed analytical model with a reference numerical
method.

The simulation parameters are as follows: the upper medium
is the air, which is assimilated to the vacuum (relative per-
mittivity ��

r1 = 1, conductivity η1 = 0). The two inner
layers of thicknesses H̄2 = 40 mm and H̄3 = 20 mm are
characterized by relative permittivities ��

r2 = 4.5 and ��
r3 = 3

and conductivities η2 = 10−3 S/m and η3 = 10−2 S/m,
respectively. The lower medium has a relative permittivity
��

r4 = 7 and conductivity η4 = 5 × 10−3 S/m. The three
uncorrelated random rough interfaces are assumed to obey a
Gaussian process with rms heights ηh1 = 1 mm, ηh2 = 3 mm,
and ηh3 = 2 mm, and correlation lengths Lc1 = 10 mm, Lc2 =
30 mm, and Lc3 = 30 mm. Then, numerical simulations
of the different contributions of the backscattered field from
this multilayered structure are conducted at normal incidence
in the frequency domain, for a large range of frequencies:
f ∈ [0.5; 10.5] GHz (with 0.01-GHz frequency step). The
polarization is horizontal (or transverse electric, TE). For the
numerical GPILE method, 50 independent surfaces realiza-
tions of length L = 5 m are used in order to compute the
coherent backscattered fields, and the Thorsos tapered beam
is applied, with main parameter g = L/6, in order to make
the contribution of the edges of the interfaces negligible (for
more details, see [23]). It may be noted that the configuration
is very similar to that in [11] for the two upper layers, where
the multiple scattering effect has been shown to be negligible.

The associated results are shown in Fig. 2, in which the
first subfigure corresponds to the contribution of the roughness
to s1 (modulus-upper interface only), the second to that of
s2 (modulus-first two interfaces only), and the third to that
of s3 (modulus). As stipulated before (1), this means that the
results plot the ratio of the coherent scattered field of the rough
interface case compared with the flat interface case. Then,
the first two figures in Fig. 2 correspond to cases that have
already been validated [16], contrary to the third one. It can
be seen that, similar to orders 1 and 2, order 3 shows very

Fig. 3. Phase (in degrees) of the coherent fields scattered from a multilayered
medium of three random rough interfaces, in the frequency band f ∈
[0.5; 10.5] GHz: comparison of the proposed analytical model with a reference
numerical method.

Fig. 4. Modulus of the coherent fields scattered from a multilayered
medium of three random rough interfaces, in the frequency band f ∈
[0.5; 6.5] GHz: the same parameters as in Fig. 2, except for the interface
roughness: ηh1 = 4 mm, ηh2 = 5 mm, and ηh3 = 4 mm.

good performances of the proposed analytical model compared
with the reference numerical method. Only slight differences
appear between the two methods for the higher frequencies.
The same qualitative analysis and conclusions can be made for
the phase in Fig. 3. The only exception concerns the higher
frequencies of the second order, but it is not of importance as
the level of its modulus reaches negligible levels. In addition,
this behavior was expected, as the SKA is a low-frequency
asymptotic model.

Simulations for larger rms heights (ηh1 = 4 mm,
ηh2 = 5 mm, and ηh3 = 4 mm) and the same correlation
lengths are shown in Fig. 4 for the modulus and in Fig. 5
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Fig. 5. Phase of the coherent fields scattered from a multilayered medium of
three random rough interfaces, in the frequency band f ∈ [0.5; 6.5] GHz: the
same parameters as in Fig. 3, except for the interface roughness: ηh1 = 4 mm,
ηh2 = 5 mm, and ηh3 = 4 mm.

for the phase. Compared with the first simulation, we will
restrict the frequency range to f ∈ [0.5; 6.5] GHz (with
0.1-GHz frequency step), as the time consumption increases
with the frequency. They show an overall good agreement
with the reference numerical method, despite the fact that the
assumption of small slopes is not fully valid anymore. The
main degradation concerns the phase, but it does not strongly
affect the total field.

For the third simulation, we study the influence of the
multiple reflections inside the two inner layers, by computing
the GPILE method for a number of inner reflections up to 4.
Physically and following [11], it is reasonable to consider it
as enough for taking all contributing inner multiple reflections
into account. We changed the following physical/dielectric
parameters for (and keep the other ones constant): H̄3 =
150 mm, ��

r2 = 4, ��
r3 = 5, ��

r4 = 4, η2 = 5 × 10−3 S/m,
η4 = 10−2 S/m, ηh2 = 2 mm, and ηh3 = 2.3 mm.

The associated results are shown in Fig. 6 for the modulus
and in Fig. 7 for the phase. In each figure, the fourth subfig-
ure (bottom-right subfigure) shows the cumulative contribu-
tions of all orders 1–3, and they are compared with the “total”
contribution (pPILE = 4). Similar to the first case, the results
of each contribution are in very good agreement with the
reference numerical method, and in particular for the newly
calculated third contribution. In addition, the comparison of
orders 1–3 with the “total” contribution shows only slight
differences, even when computing the phase. In fact, there
is no observable difference between the numerical methods,
which computes only the primary echoes and that which
computes all the echoes.

In order to study the influence of the incidence angle,
Figs. 8 and 9 show the numerical results for the same parame-
ters as in Figs. 2 and 3, but for a fixed frequency f = 5 GHz,
and by varying the incidence angle from normal incidence

Fig. 6. Modulus of the coherent fields scattered from a multilayered
medium of three random rough interfaces under the third configuration, in the
frequency band f ∈ [0.5; 6.5] GHz: comparison of the proposed analytical
model with a reference numerical method.

Fig. 7. Phase (in degrees) of the coherent fields scattered from a multilayered
medium of three random rough interfaces under the third configuration, in the
frequency band f ∈ [0.5; 6.5] GHz: comparison of the proposed analytical
model with a reference numerical method.

(like in Figs. 2 and 3) down to 80◦. The TM polarization is
also shown in Figs. 10 and 11.

It can be seen that the model correctly captures the general
behavior of the modulus of each order contribution in the
whole angular range (which is wide), except for the first order
in TM pol. around Brewster incidence (recall that order 1
corresponds to the classical case of the scattering from a
single interface). About the phase, like for frequency domain
results, the behavior is not correctly captured, but the values
are only of a few degrees, so that it does not affect much
the general agreement (again, except for TM pol. and order 1
around Brewster incidence). Thus, except for the Brewster
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Fig. 8. Modulus of the coherent fields scattered from a multilayered medium
of three random rough interfaces versus the incidence angle, for a frequency
f = 5 GHz (the same other parameters as in Fig. 2).

Fig. 9. Phase of the coherent fields scattered from a multilayered medium
of three random rough interfaces versus the incidence angle, for a frequency
f = 5 GHz (the same other parameters as in Fig. 3).

phenomenon and for order 1, the model is not so much
restricted in terms of angular validity domain, contrary to
what its name suggests. Note that for low-grazing angles
(θi → 90◦), the model is not valid anymore, because the
shadowing and multiple scattering effects are not considered.

Thus, this validates the proposed extension of the SKA to at
least three interfaces, together with the assumption of taking
only single reflections inside each layer. In Section III-B,
additional numerical results are given for more layers, in both
the frequency and time domains. The results will be presented
only for the SKA, as it would be too much time- and space-
consuming for the numerical reference method.

Fig. 10. Results of the modulus for the same parameters as in Fig. 8, but
for TM polarization.

Fig. 11. Results of the phase for the same parameters as in Fig. 9, but for
TM polarization.

TABLE I

PARAMETERS OF THE MULTILAYERED MEDIUM: FOR EACH MEDIUM �k
(SEE FIG. 1), MEAN THICKNESS H̄ , REAL RELATIVE PERMITTIVITY

��
r , CONDUCTIVITY η , AND SURFACE rms HEIGHT ηh

ARE ASSOCIATED WITH INTERFACE 	k

B. Numerical Results for More Layers

The studied medium structure is made up of five layers like
in [3]. The used values of thickness, permittivity, conductivity,
and roughness standard deviation are reported in Table I.
Different frequency bands are studied: [0.5; 2.5], [0.5; 4.5],
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Fig. 12. Modulus (in V/m) of the GPR signal in the frequency domain for
the four cases (1–4), in the frequency band f ∈ [0.5; 4.5] GHz.

Fig. 13. Modulus (in V/m) of the GPR signal in the frequency domain for
the four cases (1–4), in the frequency band f ∈ [4.5; 10.5] GHz.

and [0.5; 10.5] GHz. The used pulse is a Ricker pulse [29] with
central frequency equal to the middle of the frequency band.
In order to observe the time signal (usually called A-scan),
an inverse Fourier transform (IFT) is carried out on the
frequency responses obtained by the asymptotic EM modeling.
Thus, first, simulations are presented in the frequency domain,
and then in the time domain.

In the simulations, four cases will be compared, by consid-
ering either flat or rough surfaces and either lossless or lossy
media (i.e., media without or with conductivity η ): 1) without
roughness nor conductivity; 2) with roughness and without
conductivity; 3) without roughness and with conductivity; and
4) with roughness and conductivity.

Fig. 12 shows the modulus (in V/m) of frequency response
of the total coherent scattered field

∑5
k=1�sk� (called the GPR

signal) for all the four cases (1-4) for the frequency band
f ∈ [0.5; 4.5] GHz. The upper part of the larger band f ∈
[0.5; 10.5] GHz is shown in Fig. 13 for the better clarity of

Fig. 14. Normalized GPR signal in the time domain (A-scan) for the four
cases (1–4), for the frequency band f ∈ [0.5; 2.5] GHz. Black dashed vertical
lines represent the time delays in the context of flat interfaces and lossless
layers.

the figure. These two figures show that when the multilayered
medium is lossy, the signal modulus decreases by comparison
with that for a lossless multilayered medium, for both the
flat and rough surfaces. This is physically mainly due to
the propagation losses inside the lossy multilayered medium,
which are mathematically translated by the fact that �rp

becomes complex in (5), so that �φk also becomes complex
and induces a decrease in the modulus of sk in (6). It can also
be seen that when the multilayered medium is made up of
rough interfaces, the modulus of the total coherent scattered
field is generally damped compared with that of flat interfaces.
Physically, this can be attributed to the fact that the roughness
induces a spreading of the incident energy in directions away
from the specular direction at each interface. Mathematically,
it corresponds to the term accounting for the roughness �eiδφk �,
which checks the property 0 < |�eiδφk �| < 1. It can be seen
that this damping gets stronger as the frequency increases,
as predicted by the mathematical expression of �eiδφk �. Numer-
ical results for the higher frequencies f ∈ [4.5; 10.5] GHz
in Fig. 13 strongly highlight this fact, as for f > 9 GHz,
the oscillations are totally smoothed for both the lossless and
lossy media.

Now, let us focus on time-domain numerical simulations
called A-scans. Fig. 14 shows the A-scan GPR signal for the
four cases and for the frequency band f ∈ [0.5; 2.5] GHz.
Normalization is applied, by dividing the data for each case
by its maximum absolute value. The vertical black dashed
lines represent the time delays in the context of a multilay-
ered medium composed of flat interfaces and lossless layers.
As expected, it can be seen that the first two echoes are
overlapping. Indeed, for the first two echoes, the product B�θ
is less than 1 [30], with B the frequency bandwidth (2 GHz
here) and �θ the time shift between the first two echoes. Like
in the frequency domain, when the multilayered medium is
lossy, the signal amplitude decreases by comparison with that
for lossless media (the same real relative permittivities ��

r ).
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Fig. 15. Similar parameters as in Fig. 14, but the frequency band f ∈
[0.5; 4.5] GHz; only the cases without conductivity (lossless media) are
plotted here.

Fig. 16. Similar parameters as in Fig. 15, but for the cases with conductivity
(lossy media).

Indeed, for the fourth echo, the maximum amplitude decreases
to 34.4% and 34.3% for the flat and rough cases, respectively.
When the multilayered medium has rough interfaces, the GPR
signal is damped, and this damping gets stronger as the number
of the echo increases. For example, the maximum amplitude
of the fourth echo is reduced by 13.2% and 13.0% for the
lossless and lossy cases, respectively. The fifth echo is more
significantly reduced (by 29.3% and 30.4% for the lossless
and lossy cases, respectively), because the reduction due to
the interface roughness is stronger. Thus, the estimation of
the propagation speed inside each layer by the method in [3]
with these reductions will be biased a priori.

Figs. 15 and 16 show the A-scan GPR signals with a
larger frequency band: [0.5; 4.5] GHz, the lossless cases
being shown in Fig. 15 and the lossy cases in Fig. 16 for
better clarity. For this frequency band, the first two echoes

Fig. 17. Similar parameters as in Fig. 14, but the frequency band f ∈
[0.5; 10.5] GHz; only the cases without conductivity (lossless) are plotted
here.

Fig. 18. Similar parameters as in Fig. 17, but for the cases with conductivity
(lossy).

become nonoverlapping, and there will not be any diagnosis
error anymore. In the two cases without roughness, the five
interfaces can be detected by the maximum of the signal.
As shown in Fig. 14, the roughness reduces the amplitude of
the echoes, and the reduction becomes stronger for increasing
the number of the echo (the second echo is more strongly
reduced than the first one and so on), as predicted by (17)
for this configuration. Then, the fifth echo becomes more
hardly detectable for rough interfaces. It can be noted that the
simulations have been carried out without noise; the detection
of the fifth echo will be even more difficult with noise. This
observation can also be made from Figs. 17 and 18, in which
the frequency band is further enlarged to [0.5; 10.5] GHz.
First, it can be seen that the pulsewidth makes it possible
to easily detect the first layer (with thickness H̄2 = 40 mm).
In addition, these two figures show that the five interfaces
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are detected when the interfaces are flat. The roughness has a
very significant impact here on the amplitudes of the echoes,
the fifth interface being almost undetectable in this case.
Thus, these simulations highlight that, in the context of a
multilayered medium, the impact of the interface roughness
is not necessarily negligible (in particular for large bands),
and this impact gets stronger as the band gets larger.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this article, a new asymptotic modeling of EM wave
coherent scattering from a rough multilayered medium, based
on the SKA, has been proposed. The very low computational
burden of this method is an important advantage as compared
with a rigorous numerical method. This method allows us
to investigate the effects of the interface roughness on the
amplitude of the echoes of the multilayered medium coming
from the GPR. In particular, it has been highlighted that the
roughness influence gets stronger as the frequency band is
increased, and that the damping increases with the order of the
echo. In this perspective, this asymptotic method can then be
used with inversion methods to estimate the various medium
parameters, such as the roughness of the interfaces.
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